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Abstract – An approach to indirect process monitoring based
on a society of constraint handling agents is presented in this
paper. According to this approach an operator of a process
automation system can define monitoring tasks which a group
of agents perform proactively. The monitoring tasks are
assumed to be composites and refer to several process
measurements. The purpose of the monitoring agents is to
enhance the work of the operator by letting him to supervise
the indirect monitoring tasks instead of following a large
amount of measurement data. The monitoring agents operate
as a multi-agent system consisting of agents with constraint
handling capabilities. The agents can setup and execute user
configured monitoring tasks cooperatively. Constraints are
used as one method for modeling the monitoring logic of the
agents. The approach is illustrated with a test scenario using
measurement data from an industrial process.

other data.
This paper is outlined as follows. Chapter II will discuss
proactive computing as a model and information agents
and constraint satisfaction as methods for implementing
indirect process monitoring functions. A model of the
monitoring MAS is described in Chapter III and the usage
of constraints in Chapter IV. An illustrating test scenario of
the approach is presented in Chapter V followed by
conclusions in Chapter VI.

I. INTRODUCTION

Proactive computing is a novel paradigm for humancomputer interaction being developed within the research
of user interfaces [26]. A motivation for proactive
computing is the difficulties which users have when trying
to react to the increasing amount of data and events in
information systems. The central concept in proactive
computing is to change the way users interact with
computers through giving the computer a more active role.
A proactive information system is expected to facilitate the
work of the users by letting them to supervise the tasks of
the information systems instead of actively manipulating
each of them.
The principles of proactive computing have been applied
to some industrial applications in recent research. In a
study concerning the user interfaces in process control
systems a framework for indirect management in process
control was presented [8]. According to this framework,
indirect management can be applied to many supervisory
functions of process control e.g. monitoring, disturbance
control,
information
exchange
and
knowledge
management. In another research the possibility of
applying proactive computing to information systems of
maintenance work was studied [22]. These studies seem to
suggest the applicability of proactive computing and
indirect management functions in industrial applications.

This study is motivated by changes in the work of the
operators of process automation systems and possible new
approaches to react and take advantage of these changes.
The amount of measurement data available to operators
has strongly increased during the last decade. At the same
time there is an increasing need to coordinate control
operations in a larger scope. The work of the operators can
be argued to have become more intensive and broader.
There is also a need for the operators to be able to
configure the user interface that they use when needed.
Proactive computing [26] is a developing paradigm of
human-computer interaction which might be applied to
monitoring in process automation in the form of indirect
management [8]. Proactive behavior of the monitoring
system could help the operators to cope with the increasing
demands of their work. One possible method to implement
process monitoring in the form of indirect management is
multi-agent systems (MAS) [6][7][30]. However, if MAS
is accepted as a development method for indirect process
monitoring the question how to design the agents still
remains.
The purpose of this paper is to present an approach for
implementing indirect process monitoring functions with
constraint handling agents. A MAS with goal-oriented
behavior is proposed as a suitable implementation method
for indirect process monitoring functions. This choice is
justified by the match between indirect management and
MAS. Constraints are proposed as one possible method for
modeling a part of the application logic of process
monitoring functions. Constraints are expected to be useful
for modeling user configurable monitoring tasks which
refer to relationships between several measurements or

II. ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES FOR INDIRECT
PROCESS MONITORING
A. Proactive Computing and Indirect Management

B. Information Agents
Information agents are one application area of MAS in
which the task of the agents is to help human users in
accessing data that they need in their activities [9][11][25].
The functions of information agents have been proposed to
include e.g. planning of information access operations,
locating data from various sources, translating different

data representations and interpreting intermediate results
[10][15][16][24]. Information agents are expected to be
able to perform their tasks in a semi-autonomous way in
cooperation with each other. Due to this, agents are also
expected to change the way how their users interact with
computers. As a conclusion, information agents can be
regarded as an implementation technique for proactive
computing and indirect management.
Monitoring of industrial processes is one possible
application domain for information agents. Some research
results have already been reported in this area. Information
agents have been applied to notification handling in order
to improve the awareness of the operators about process
events [2][3]. In another study agents have been used for
combining data from several web services for a rocket
launch monitoring application [12][13]. In this study the
web services provided different monitoring functions. The
combination of these services was enabled with semantic
models of the services and agent planning capabilities. A
similar agent model has also been proposed as a general
framework for applications that combine data from several
sources in process performance and condition monitoring
tasks [19].

automation system providing services mainly for the
operator user interface. The purpose of the monitoring
agents is to help the operator when he needs to access data
about the production process from various different
sources e.g. the process control system, manufacturing
execution systems (MES), computerized maintenance
management systems (CMMS) and laboratory information
systems (LIMS). What data is actually accessed depends
on the applications designed for the agents and the
availability of different information sources at a particular
production site.

Fig. 1. Monitoring agents and their relations to other systems of
process automation.

C. Constraint Satisfaction
Constraint satisfaction problems (CSP) are a well known
type of problems studied in computer science [23][27]. A
CSP consists of a set of variables with value domains and a
set of constraints which the values of the variables must
satisfy. The problem in a CSP is to specify the values that
satisfy all the constraints. The solution procedures of CSP
combine search procedures with constraint propagation,
i.e. pruning of values which can not be part of the solution.
Consistency checks of the constraints are a part of the
solution procedures.
The methods of constraint satisfaction problems have to
some extent been applied to the tasks of process control in
earlier research. In one study fuzzy constraints were used
for modeling several aspects of a hydraulic system, e.g.
physical structure and process dynamics [28]. Using this
model, control actions can be evaluated with the
techniques of constraint satisfaction and fuzzy reasoning.
In another work, constraints were used for implementing
qualitative modeling of a continuous process [29]. The
model was then applied for verification and validation of
discrete control operations.
III. MONITORING AGENTS
A. Multi-Agent System for Monitoring
MAS are proposed in here as a general implementation
method for indirect process monitoring functions. The
monitoring agents presented in this paper are expected to
operate in conjunction with other information and
automation systems used in process automation (see Fig 1).
The monitoring agents are an additional part of the

The organization of the monitoring agents consists of a
few agent types with separate roles as illustrated in Fig 2.
The Client Agent is a user interface agent which provides
the user with functions for configuring composite indirect
monitoring tasks and following their execution. Process
Agents are basic monitoring agents which perform local
monitoring tasks within their process areas. Information
Agents are intermediate monitoring agents which operate
between Client Agents and Process Agents. They
decompose composite monitoring tasks to Process Agents
and coordinate their execution. In addition to the
mentioned agent types, also a Directory Facilitator and
Wrapper Agents are needed. The Directory Facilitator is
used for registering services of other agents. Wrapper
Agents are used as interfaces to external information
systems.
The operation of the monitoring MAS consists of setup
and execution of indirect process monitoring tasks. The
setup of a monitoring task is initiated by a Client Agent
with which the user defines a composite monitoring task.
The definition of the composite task is then passed to a
suitable Information Agent which decomposes it to local
tasks of Process Agents and Wrapper Agents. These agents
perform their tasks concurrently and inform the
Information Agent about those situations which might
require coordination. The Information Agent then decides
if the user needs to be informed or if the monitoring task
just needs to be updated and continued. The composite
monitoring tasks can be terminated according to user
defined events.

Fig. 2. Agent types in the organization of the monitoring agent
society and goal exchange between them.

B. Information Agent
The most important agent type in the monitoring MAS is
the Information Agent. The architecture of this agent type
is illustrated in Fig. 3. This architecture combines the FIPA
standard [4] as a model of agent cooperation and the BDIarchitecture [1][21] as a model of a single agent. The
agents communicate with each other with messages
conforming to the interaction protocols defined in the
FIPA standard. According to the BDI-model the
Information Agent has an interpreter, a goal stack, a belief
base and plans. In addition to these, the agent also needs a
set of data input and processing modules. An
implementation of the Information Agent was done with
the Jadex open source agent development tool [20].

The internal operation of an Information Agent is
orchestrated by the interpreter which activates plans
according to the current status of goals and beliefs. For
each monitoring task of the agent one or more plans are
defined. They specify how the monitoring task can be
performed as a combination of data input, processing and
communication actions. Particularly, the plans specify how
the decomposition and update of composite tasks are
performed during the monitoring setup and execution
phases and when the user should be informed.
The architecture of an Information Agent provides a
new model for developing monitoring applications in
automation. The applications are defined as plans which
can utilize the capabilities of the available data input and
processing modules and the data in the belief base. It is
envisioned that the data model of the belief base and the
interfaces of the data input and processing modules can be
designed fairly independently from any particular plans.
Utilization of so-called ontologies might be useful for this
purpose [17]. The presented architecture is expected to
enhance efficient development of indirect monitoring
applications in automation.
IV. CONSTRAINT HANDLING
A. Modeling Monitoring Tasks
Constraints are proposed in here as one possible method
for modeling a part of the monitoring functions.
Constraints are expected to be useful for modeling
monitoring tasks which refer to relationships between a
group of measurements or other data. The relationships are
aimed for modeling operator’s knowledge of reasonable
behavior of the target process. However, in the actual
monitoring work this modeling scheme needs to be
combined with other methods of process monitoring.
The method for modeling constraint-based monitoring
tasks consists of unary and binary constraints that refer to
process measurements and combinations of these with
logical and-operator. The operands of the constraints may
be continuous or discrete numerical variables or Boolean
variables. The operators of constraints can be arithmetic or
Boolean operators respectively. The comparison operators
with numerical operands can express equality or
inequality.
The presented form of the constraint-based modeling
method has some obvious limitations. The number of
variables in constraints is limited to two and only logical
and-operator is allowed to combine the constraints.
Overcoming these limitations with properly designed
extensions is a possible part of future developments.
B. Distributed Management of Constraints

Fig. 3. Architecture of an Information Agent (modified from
[20]).

The monitoring agents manage the monitoring tasks
expressed as constraints at two separate levels. The
Information Agents handle composite monitoring tasks
which they receive from the users. In these tasks the

constraints can refer to any measurements available for
monitoring. The Process Agents instead handle local
monitoring tasks which are evaluated with actual
measurements each time when new data is available. In
these tasks the constraints can refer only to those
measurements which are supervised by the particular
Process Agent. The local monitoring tasks are derived
from the composite tasks by the Information Agents in
such a way that they can be performed concurrently by
different Process Agents.
During the monitoring setup phase the Information
Agent decomposes each composite monitoring task into a
set of local tasks. The decomposition is based on the
information about which Process Agent monitors each of
the measurements in the constraints. Binary constraints
referring to measurements of different Process Agents have
to be decomposed into two derived unary constraints. How
this decomposition is done depends on the types of the
operands and operators of the constraints in the following
way.
- Constraints with numerical operands and greater or
less than comparison operators. The evaluation of
these constraints can be partially decomposed. The
Information Agent needs to calculate two derived
unary constraints which guarantee the consistency of
the original binary constraint. A basic way to calculate
the boundary values for the derived unary constraints
is to find a point in the measurement pair space which
fulfills the equality constraint and minimizes the
distance to the current values of the measurements.
For simple arithmetic operators (‘+’, ‘-‘, ‘*’ and ‘/’)
and second order polynomials this is a quite
straightforward task.
- Constraints with Boolean operands. The evaluation of
these constraints can be partially decomposed.
Depending on the type of the Boolean operator (‘and’
or ‘or’) the Process Agent monitoring the derived
unary constraint has either to inform the user directly
or ask the Information agent to evaluate the original
constraint.
- Constraints with discrete numerical operands and
equality comparison operators. The evaluation of
these constraints can not be decomposed. The Process
Agents need to inform the Information Agent each
time the values of the measurements have changed.
During the monitoring execution phase the Process
Agents look for possible constraint violations. If the
violated constraint belongs to the original composite
monitoring task the user is informed. If the violated
constraint was created during the task decomposition it is
not necessarily known if the original constraint is really
violated. The Process Agent has to inform the Information
Agent which then evaluates the original constraint. If the
original constraint is violated the user has to be informed.
In the opposite case the Information Agent needs to
calculate new limit values for the derived constraints and
send them to the respective Process Agents.

V. ILLUSTRATING SCENARIO
The presented approach for indirect process monitoring
has been demonstrated with test scenarios taken from the
monitoring activities in bleaching of mechanical pulp in a
paper mill. The scenarios concern about the pH control in
the bleaching process, which is an important control task
affecting the quality of the pulp. Malfunctions of pH
sensors can cause problems which remain unobserved due
to compensating control. However, this kind of a problem
can be noticed by measuring the flows of sodium
hydroxide before, and sulphur dioxide after the bleaching
process.
The illustrating scenario presented in here contains
modeling of the monitoring logic of an operator as a
constraint and its execution as an indirect monitoring task
with monitoring agents. A rule of thumb about the
acceptable flows of sodium hydroxide and sulphur dioxide
can be modeled as a binary constraint according to Eq. 1.
C1:
v1:
v2:

v1 - v2 > 0
flow of sodium hydroxide, l/s
flow of sulphur dioxide, l/s

(1)

The monitoring setup phase of the test scenario is
illustrated in Fig. 4. The operator defines the monitoring
constraints with the help of the Client Agent which then
passes the constraint to an Information Agent identified
with the help of the Directory Facilitator. Similarly, the
Information Agent identifies the Process Agents
supervising the measurements in the constraint with the
help of the Directory Facilitator. In the end, the
Information Agent queries the current values of the
measurements, checks the consistency of the constraint and
informs the Client Agent about the result.

Fig. 4. Example conversation among the agents when setting up a
monitoring task. The Directory Facilitator is excluded due to
clarity.

The constraint decomposition phase of the test scenario
is illustrated in Fig. 5. This phase is started after a

confirmation from the user. The Information Agent has to
initiate the monitoring tasks of the Process Agents.
Because the measurements in the constraint are handled by
two different Process Agents the constraint needs to be
decomposed. The Information Agent calculates the
following two derived unary constraints (Eqs. 2 and 3) and
passes them to the Process Agents. In this case the limit
value is the average of the measurement values (sodium
hydroxide v1 = 9.370 l/s and sulphur dioxide v2 = 9.032
l/s).
C1.1a:
C1.2a:

v1 > 9.201 l/s
v2 < 9.201 l/s

(2)
(3)

This design allows definition of the constraint-based based
monitoring tasks by the end user. It is expected that an
operator can perform this task with an adequately designed
user interface.
IA

PA1

PA2

Inform: v2= 9.215
query: v2
inform: v1 = 9.363
request_when: C1.1b
agree
request_when: C1.2b
agree

Fig. 6. Example conversation among the agents when updating
the constraints of a monitoring task.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Fig. 5. Conversation among the agents when decomposing the
constraints of a monitoring task.

The monitoring execution phase of the test scenario is
illustrated in Fig. 6. In the presented situation the
constraint of the Process Agent no. 2 is violated. The
Process Agent informs the Information Agent about the
situation including the current value of the measurement.
The Information Agent checks the original composite
constraint and concludes that it is not violated. It then
calculates new limit values for the derived constraints
(Eqs. 4 and 5) from the current measurement values
(sodium hydroxide v1 = 9.363 and sulphur dioxide v2 =
9.215) and passes it to the Process Agents.
C1.1b:
C1.2b:

v1 > 9.289 l/s
v2 < 9.289 l/s

(4)
(5)

The presented scenario with one constraint is able to
illustrate the mechanisms of constraint handling of the
approach. However, the approach is expected to be more
useful in more complicated cases with a larger number of
different kinds of constraints. The plans of the agents that
implement the constraint handling capability were
designed to be independent from the content and the
number of the constraints. The plans need to be modified
only when new types of constraints are added, e.g.
constraints with more complicated arithmetic operations.

In this paper an approach for indirect process monitoring
with constraint handling agents has been presented. The
approach proposes a MAS as a general implementation
model and constraints as a particular modeling technique
for indirect process monitoring functions. Monitoring
agents are proposed as an extension to a process
automation system and as an additional monitoring
functionality in the operator user interface. The
responsibility of the agents is to make inferences how the
monitoring task should be performed. They are also
expected to interpret the results obtained during monitoring
and update the monitoring tasks when needed. The
approach has been illustrated with a test scenario
concerning pH control in pulp bleaching.
Several possible ways to extend the presented approach
in further studies can be identified. The monitored
information could be extended. The monitoring tasks could
be developed for monitoring also the past values of the
measurements. Sequences of process events could possibly
be monitored in a similar way. More advanced features
could also be added to the constraint-based modeling
method. Fuzzy [28] and n-ary constraints combined with
logical ‘or’ would be needed for modeling more complex
monitoring tasks. Again, the constraint-based indirect
monitoring tasks should be studied in combination of other
process monitoring methods. Finally, the information
processing in the agents could benefit from the utilization
of the techniques of ontologies [18] and semantic web
services [12].
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